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The “good citizen”: asserting and contesting norms of
participation and belonging in Oslo
Cindy Horst, Marta Bivand Erdal and Noor Jdid

Peace Research Institute, Oslo, Norway

ABSTRACT
The question of what constitutes the “good citizen” has received renewed
interest in Western Europe in connection with increasing pressure on the
welfare state, concerns over migration-related diversity, and growing anxiety
about a crisis of democracy. We draw on data from fifty in-depth interviews
and six focus group discussions with residents of Oslo to study the impact of
this discursive landscape of citizenship policy on everyday perceptions of
good citizenship. In our study, an ideal-type “good citizen” emerges, against
which research participants judge their own and others’ contributions. Based
on our empirical data, we argue for a reconceptualization of good citizenship
that acknowledges present-day spaces of participation as both public and
private, and which acknowledges scales of belonging that go beyond and
below a narrowly defined national community. Such reconceptualization is
necessary to include and recognize the diversity of participation and
belonging unfolding in Europe today.
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Introduction

Across Europe, there is a call for citizens to participate actively in society.
Public attention foregrounds the duty of immigrants to fulfil expectations of
“good citizenship” as part of a broader neoliberal agenda where citizens’ con-
tributions are key to maintaining a slim welfare state (Mouritsen 2008). Simul-
taneously, the active citizenship agenda is part of a new centre-left approach,
which is concerned with the inclusion of all citizens (Verhoeven and Tonkens
2013). Here, active citizenship policies address marginalization and the loss of
genuine opportunities for political participation (Kymlicka and Norman 1994;
Mouritsen 2008).
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This article is based on research exploring active citizenship from the every-
day perspectives of residents of Oslo, Norway. We build our argument based
on data from fifty in-depth interviews and six focus groups with a total of
seventy-nine residents, as well as participant observation in three different
neighbourhoods.1 The neighbourhood level is important for examining par-
ticipation and feelings of belonging, and simultaneously crucial for under-
standing national and transnational civic engagement (Onyx, Kenny, and
Brown 2012).

We trace how active citizenship debates are reflected, accepted, or con-
tested in residents’ conceptualizations of “good citizenship”. Our point of
departure is the empirical observation that, implicit in our data, is an image
of the “good citizen” with which people compare themselves and their
actions. This “good citizen” is an active citizen, in the sense of being employed,
taking care of family members, and being engaged in volunteer activities in
Norway. Many of our research participants in their own evaluation fall short
of this ideal-type good citizen, a reality they relate to in two ways.

On the one hand, individuals explain the life circumstances that make it
impossible to achieve the ideal, thus asserting the norm of the good citizen
even when they cannot achieve it themselves. On the other hand, they
contest the narrow ways in which the “good citizen” is defined. This contesting
of (often implicit) norms of the good citizen, offers a basis for reconceptualiz-
ing the ideal-type good citizen in culturally and religiously diverse societies
today. In this context, we ask: how, and with what implications, do ordinary
residents of Oslo relate to norms about the ideal-type “good citizen”?

The “good citizen” in European political theory and public
debate

The age-old question of what constitutes the “good citizen” has seen a renais-
sance in European debates as concerns over the future of welfare states,
increasing migration-related diversity, and anxiety about a crisis of democracy
converge. In Norway, as elsewhere in Europe, civic participation discourse has
gained force, and is closely linked to concerns over reduced social cohesion
and trust-levels in society. These concerns relate more broadly to a Europe-
wide anxiety that national fabrics may be disintegrating by virtue of increased
cultural and religious diversity (Vollebergh 2016).

Two contradictory perspectives on active citizenship can be identified in
the literature. The first links active citizenship to the “neo-liberalization of citi-
zenship” (Soysal 2012) through studying active citizenship policies as a gov-
erning tool that responsibilizes citizens. States inculcate responsible and
virtuous behaviour in citizens through, for instance, education curricula, immi-
grant integration programmes, and through less explicit means such as politi-
cal rhetoric, often targeted at specific subpopulations who are framed as
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“failed citizens” (Anderson 2014). States portray themselves as communities of
value, comprised of people who are presumed to share not merely the legal
status of citizenship, but also common ideals and patterns of behaviour
(Anderson 2013). Here, the good citizen is understood as an active citizen con-
tributing to the continuity of the national community.

The second perspective discusses active citizenship practices in terms of
their emancipating action and transformative power (Isin 2009; Baban and
Rygiel 2014). This approach focusses on how citizens claim their rights and
challenge the status quo. Here, acts of citizenship constitute a rupture from
conventional modes of citizen action and present the potential for transform-
ation, often through citizens’ demands for recognition and inclusion.

In both cases, power dynamics are central, but how power is understood
varies radically between Foucauldian governmentality approaches (Bhandar
2010), and approaches to resistance from below (Goldfarb 2012). Both
approaches understand the role of the “good citizen” but in fundamentally
different ways: The first largely maintains a status quo, while the second
focusses on overturning the status quo. Neither perspective fully acknowl-
edges the inevitable and necessary interplay between nation-state’s citizen-
ship discourses and individual citizen’s active contributions. We maintain a
middle perspective that van der Land (2014) offers, arguing that active citizen-
ship needs to be understood as both a top-down governing discourse and a
bottom-up process of citizens who take responsibility to transform society. We
do so from the perspective that (1) this is something citizens are able to do,
but also (2) that their ability to do so is not independent of prevailing equal-
ity-and-justice circumstances in a given society where the nation-state can
play a decisive role.

Where does the good citizen act?

From these somewhat conflicting theoretical approaches, emerge questions
of spaces of participation and scales of belonging, which we pursue in this
article. Whereas active citizenship discourse presupposes that citizens have
civic virtue and are concerned with the collective good, much of the academic
literature assumes this collective good is without question to be placed within
the context of nation-states (de Koning, Jaffe, and Koster 2015). This position is
due to the intertwinement of ideas about the common good and political
membership of a given national community. In the contemporary world,
such political membership is tied to nation-states, and articulated through
the institution of citizenship (Bosniak 2000). As such, the answer to the ques-
tion “where do good citizens act?” can be seen as a tautology – because the
very concept of the citizen is so enmeshed with the nation-state itself (Isin and
Nielsen 2008).
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Faced with empirical realities, however, it becomes clear that participation
takes place where people live their lives: in the city, community, or neighbour-
hood (Cornwall 2002; Wood 2013; De Genova 2015). These sites are placed
within the boundaries of specific nation-states. Participation in the neighbour-
hood or city is not opposite to, but more often part of, participation which can
also be framed in national terms. Indeed, Desforges, Jones, and Woods (2005)
argue that there has been a downwards rescaling of citizenship practices to
more local contexts as part of a new mode of governmentality. This rescaling
means that active citizens act for and within place-based communities and are
defined by place-based communities, more than the nation-state. We argue
that the local and national are thus linked together in ideas of “good citizen-
ship”, operating in parallel without necessarily being nested sites of everyday
practice (Staeheli and Nagel 2006; Antonsich 2018).

We, therefore, adopt an approach that we argue is more apt in capturing
the texture of the empirical realities. Much research shows the importance
of transnational civic engagements in Norway as elsewhere (Andersson
et al. 2012; Erdal and Borchgrevink 2017; Horst 2018). Such engagements
often run parallel to engagements within nation-states, producing a simulta-
neity of both spaces of participation and scales of belonging in individuals’
lives (Horst 2018). This insight nudges analytical attention towards question-
ing assumptions about the good citizen, which often implicitly underlie ana-
lyses, namely a focus on civic engagement in sites within a single nation-state.
Despite the fact that the transnational turn in migration studies is well-estab-
lished (Glick-Schiller, Basch, and Blanc-Szanton 1992; Wimmer and Glick-Schil-
ler 2003), in research on societies characterized by cultural and religious
diversity, there remains a need for incorporating perspectives which de-
centre the nation-state, without either reifying it or throwing it out altogether.

Using this approach of de-centring the nation-state, we consider the ques-
tion of what “collective(s)” is/are being referred to when imagining the good
citizen. This entails attention to how scales of belonging for individuals may
simultaneously include one or more national communities, articulated
through civic engagement at local, national, and transnational levels. We
draw on insights from scholarship on everyday nationhood and acknowledge
the dynamic and changeable nature of national communities as collectives as
experienced in everyday life (Fox and Miller-Idriss 2008; Strømsø 2019). Fur-
thermore, scales of belonging do not only refer to national belonging but
are also relevant to other “collective” social groups, such as – but not
limited to – faith communities.

While we do not question the relevance of the nation-state as a key com-
munity of political membership wherein the good citizen acts for the common
good, we wish to point to what may be obscured by a lens which foregrounds
some spaces of participation and some scales of belonging over others. In line
with literature on everyday nationhood, we do not assume that national
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belonging is an identity marker that overrides other identities (Fox and Miller-
Idriss 2008), but rather that belonging to national communities is situated
within experiences and practices in everyday life, and operates alongside,
belonging to other collectives.

As Young (1989) argued, common understandings of the civic public are
based on perceptions of the public realm as being guided by “universal” col-
lective values and norms, and in contrast to the particularity of private inter-
ests. This idea serves to make the interests of dominant groups universal and
those of marginalized groups particular; it does not acknowledge that
different identity-markers always influence how people participate in
society and in which arenas or to which groups within the larger society
they aim to contribute. Feminist scholarship has brought attention to the
embodied, everyday, and informal practices of marginalized people,
arguing that dominant citizenship theories have privileged formal and
public (male-dominated) civic practices, thus rendering invisible private, dom-
estic, and ordinary spaces and practices (Lister 2003; Wood 2013).

In academic work, “political participation” refers to activity that aims to
influence governance, whereas “civic participation” commonly refers to
“voluntary activity focussed on helping others, achieving a public good or
solving a community problem” (Barrett and Brunton-Smith 2014, 6).
However, such strict divisions – based on a narrow definition of the political
– have been challenged (Horst and Lysaker 2019). The character of today’s citi-
zenry is changing from dutiful citizens oriented to government, parties, voting,
and civil society organizations to actualizing citizens who engage in politics
through peer-to-peer networks in interactive and participatory ways
(Bennett 2008). Our use of the concept of “participation” builds on these
latter insights and simultaneously is closely connected with notions of belong-
ing. We therefore also draw on theorization of belonging which recognizes the
inherent and processual dynamics of belonging as relational (Antonsich 2010;
Yuval-Davis 2010). This leads us to an analytical focus on what we refer to as
the “civic engagement” of residents of selected neighbourhoods in Oslo.

Methods and data

This paper builds on fifty interviews, six focus groups, and participatory obser-
vation conducted in Oslo (2015–16). The data were collected by a team of
researchers – the three authors and two research assistants – as part of the
research project, “Active Citizenship in Culturally and Religiously Diverse
Societies (ACT)”. The data collection was guided by research questions con-
cerning active citizenship in diverse urban neighbourhoods. The interviews
ranged from more biographical and open-ended life history interviews, to
more semi-structured, theme-centred interviews. The focus groups teased
out frictions, disagreement, and consensus among participants. In both
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interviews and focus groups, themes included aspects of the individual’s life
story; understandings of civic engagement; values and motivations for civic
engagement; arenas and types of engagements; levels of engagement; and
larger contextual factors. The data were analysed using the qualitative data
analysis programme NVivo to identify central themes based on a thorough
reading of the data.

Research participants were recruited from three selected neighbourhoods
in Oslo. The neighbourhoods are characterized by different populations in
regard to socio-economic characteristics. Participants were either living in,
working in, or actively engaged in organizations in these neighbourhoods.
Oslo has been a class-divided city for centuries, with poorer living conditions
in the east and better conditions in the west, which now increasingly coincides
with the percentage of residents with backgrounds from Africa and Asia
(Ljunggren 2017). The centre of town displays a similar division, combined
with specific inner-city challenges. The selected neighbourhoods in city dis-
tricts Søndre Nordstrand in east Oslo, Vestre Aker in west Oslo and Gamle Byen
in central Oslo score very differently in terms of achieved levels of education,
income, employment rates, voting patterns and other relevant indicators.

Based on our sampling approach, based on a person’s connection to the
neighbourhood, we did not purposefully target ethnic minorities or majorities.
We thus build on the growing body of work that seeks to address the chal-
lenges associated with “methodological nationalism” (Wimmer and Glick-
Schiller 2003) through alternative strategies of data collection and associated
category production (Wessendorf 2014; Meissner and Vertovec 2015). While
we acknowledge the salience and reality of minority/majority boundaries in
a society like Norway’s, we seek to not reproduce these categories through
our data collection and analysis. Rather, we explore as an empirical question
how and when ethnicity, race and religion may matter, and how and when
other characteristics and identity-markers, such as class or gender or age,
matter for understanding norms about the “good citizen” and everyday prac-
tices of participation and belonging in Oslo.

We have taken an inductive approach because a deductive approach
would risk reproducing discourses on citizenship that draw on deeply
anchored assumptions about the nation-state and a narrowly defined national
community, and about participation and belonging. This would obscure a
focus on the alternative spaces of participation and scales of belonging that
can be easily overlooked. Operationalizing this approach means we do not
pre-define what civic engagement is. For example, questions on voting, mem-
bership of voluntary organizations and other activities commonly associated
with civic participation in Norway are not a priori foregrounded. In order to
capture a broad understanding of good citizenship, and constituent partici-
pation and belonging, we have most commonly used samfunnsengasjement
(civic engagement or “engagement in society”) in Norwegian. The subsequent
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section details everyday acts of participation and belonging to be found in
Oslo and makes visible the norms of the “good citizen” that appear in conver-
sations with residents of Oslo.

Everyday practices of good citizenship in Norway

The “good citizen”, as an active citizen, is a central part of Scandinavian social
policy, where the relationship between the state and its citizens is understood
to be organic and personal (Vabø 2011). This understanding emerges partly
from the idea of the imagined nation as small and homogenous. As Gullestad
(2002) argues, Scandinavian civic culture is best understood as grounded in
the idea of equality as “imagined sameness”, where communalities are under-
scored while differences are downplayed (Bendixsen, Bringslid, and Vike
2018). This produces a discursive idea of national identity that deeply
shapes conceptions of civicness and civic membership (Brochmann and Hage-
lund 2012). The good citizen is encouraged and expected to adopt and act
upon certain values that are deemed desirable by the welfare state, creating
what Anderson (2013) calls a “community of value”. Scandinavian civic values
include egalitarianism, anti-authoritarianism, autonomy, gender equality,
international solidarity, volunteering and participating in communal activities
(Vabø 2011).

The state indirectly intervenes in individual citizens’ choices and the role of
civil society by subsidizing formal organizations and promoting certain collec-
tive moral principles through education, thereby defining desirable activities
and life projects. “Good citizenship” norms are further reflected in concrete
measures addressing immigrant populations, such as the refugee settlement
programmes that aim to promote active citizenship and Scandinavian civic
values as a part of broader goals of inclusion (Brochmann and Djuve 2013).

Spaces of participation in this context are often represented as nested and
hierarchical, where local, social-cultural participation contributes to national,
political participation. In an official Norwegian report on integration, partici-
pation is discussed as taking place in local and national contexts:

Participation concerns how residents in society use their formal rights in practice
and how they contribute to building democracy. Participation in the neighbour-
hood/local community, in leisure- and cultural activities, in voluntary organiz-
ations and the media, can be defined as “the small democracy”. “Democracy
at large” concerns political life – participation in political organizations and elec-
tions. (NOU 2011, 269)

Through such policies, citizens in general and immigrants in particular face
expectations about their participation and sense of belonging to society. Our
study shows that the discourse on civic virtue and participation is strong and
that research participants want to live up to these norms. Yet our data also
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point to an uneven playing field, where some participants have a sense that
the local, everyday spaces in which they participate are not universally
accepted as legitimate arenas of civic participation or that they contribute
in ways not seen or recognized. Thus, contradictions occur between partici-
pation as situated practice (e.g. taking place in churches and mosques or
amongst neighbours that provide each other informal care) and idealized
notions of acting as “good citizens” in terms of democratic practice (Cornwall
2002). We proceed by exploring the everyday ways in which the assertion and
contestation of such norms occur in Oslo.

Asserting the norm: real-life challenges to being a good citizen

The research participants’ conceptualizations of samfunnsengasjement
brought forth examples of volunteering, helping, contributing, making a
difference, as well as duty and responsibility as individuals towards a larger
collective. Thus, their understandings of samfunnsengasjement in many
regards align with key dimensions of what constitutes the “good citizen” in
policy discourse and practice.

While our empirical data illustrates how residents of Oslo aim to contribute
to the collective good, civic engagement is not a given for everyone. Our
research participants identify real-life challenges that impact their ability to
fulfil the expectations of what a good citizen does. In order to fulfil the
ideal-type “good citizen” who contributes through work, volunteering, and
raising new citizens, several preconditions need to be in place. The norm
assumes a certain type of citizen: one who is healthy, has a job and who
has the time and energy to engage in a range of activities. Indeed, studies
of volunteerism in Norway show that, in practice, those with high social
status and good health are overrepresented in the voluntary sector (Wolle-
bæk, Selle, and Lorentzen 2000).

Simultaneously, the kind and level of civic engagement that is expected
and possible, changes over time, and notably over the course of someone’s
life. In a focus group discussion with pensioners in Vestre Aker (Oslo West),
several individuals argued that one’s life phase makes a difference for what
is expected of the “good citizen”. For example, having children means there
are several expectations for volunteering in the school and the neighbour-
hood. Wollebæk, Sætrang, and Fladmoe (2015) confirm this with statistics
that show parents engaging more frequently in voluntary work in sports, cul-
tural and recreational activities. In an interview, Kari Østby, a mother of two
adolescents in Søndre Nordstrand (Oslo East), stresses that also individual
capacities change over the life course:

Before you can do something for others, like volunteer in society, you need to
have resources. You need to have time. You need to have surplus energy to
do that. When my children were small, I did not engage. Or… I could be
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engaged in many things, but I was not volunteering anywhere. I did not have the
time for it. Now that they became bigger and I have gained more free time and
possibilities, I have been able to participate and volunteer.2

Life phase and resources are important, both for what is expected and what
is possible. Kari asserts the ideal active citizen as someone who has time and
energy to volunteer, resources that are unequally distributed among citizens.
But the fact that time and resources to volunteer are taken for granted is a
notion many interviewees challenged. Ragnhild Johansen has been an
active member of the Norwegian Red Cross from a young age. She has
taken on a range of other volunteering and leadership positions throughout
her life in each of the towns and cities where she has lived. Then, after
living in Oslo for several years, she recalls:

We had another child. That was before I started my [new job], and then in the
[new job], I was very active besides that in the first year, the first two years
[…]. And then we discovered […] that he who, our boy who then was [a
toddler], had a serious diagnosis, and was taken into hospital. And then we
got care … or, yes, we got care money … And then there was a period
where he was better and then I was back at work but then he was not cured
… eh … so then he had to go through a round of treatment first …

From being actively engaged through her work, volunteering on various
boards and commissions, Ragnhild has now been in a reduced position for
almost a decade, as she spends a lot of her time and energy caring for her
son. She talks extensively about her many contributions throughout her life,
but discusses her current activities almost apologetically. In the interview,
she expresses a sense that her current engagements do not define her accu-
rately, and the “good citizen” norms clearly create discomfort and a sense of
falling short, as they do for other research participants. The fact that care work
occurs primarily in informal and private settings (like Ragnhild’s care for her
son) makes it invisible and less understood in terms of “good citizenship”.
This is a recurring theme in our data.

In several of our interviews, participants express a sense of shame, regret or
embarrassment when they discuss their own (lack of) participation in society,
in particular in relation to formal voluntary work. As such, “good citizenship”
norms are upheld while exceptions to these norms are delineated and
excused in relation to the life course or crisis. A clear sense that specific
norms of the “good citizen” are asserted across participant backgrounds
(gender, age, health, migratory or religious background) emerges from our
analysis. However, some participants also challenge these norms in terms of
where acts of the good citizen can or should take place. Good citizenship
norms are contested through participants’ own ways of describing their
societal engagement in particular spaces of participation and across a range
of scales of belonging.

ETHNIC AND RACIAL STUDIES 9



Contesting the norm: challenging spaces of participation

As mentioned, the Scandinavian policy shapes the relationship between state
and citizen in particular ways. This does not mean, however, that this relation-
ship has always been univocally defined and uncontested. Part of the con-
testations and negotiations at present relate to the idea of where the
welfare state ends: What is the responsibility of the state and what is the
responsibility of its citizens? What is the role of bureaucrats versus volunteers,
parents and others who offer care and provide services of all kinds? Several
research participants point to the professionalization of the voluntary sector
and the consequences of this professionalization.

The voluntary engagement that exists is experienced as having become
more formalized, as a result of an overall increasing professionalization
across sectors in Norway (Gulbrandsen and Ødegård 2011). Helene Amundsen
is part of a local group that voluntarily works for community development.
She provides an example illustrating the distinction between formal and infor-
mal volunteering:

If you engage and work voluntarily during your medical studies, you get volun-
teering points which can help you if you want to go on exchange. So, I feel that
in general the image of volunteering has become so institutionalized. Mean-
while, here at Tøyen, there is another type of volunteerism. Of course, we are
now forced to have an organizational number and so on, but I feel that we
can do things in our own way here… that you do not need an organizational
number, and board meetings and annual meetings and voting and the like,
but that we can just do things.

What it means to participate in the larger community, and what defines
volunteerism is quite contested, particularly with regard to idealized spaces
of participation. Norway is identified as having a strong culture of volunteer-
ing, which expresses itself through the Norwegian concept of dugnad. Dugnad
is understood as typically Norwegian and refers to communal work that is
usually unpaid and voluntary, and commonly done within the local commu-
nity in order to support the collective and/or individuals within it (Klepp 2001).

While dugnad is maybe best translated as “voluntary communal work”, par-
ticipation is expected, if not formally required. Imran Khan arrived in Norway
from Pakistan only some years before we interviewed him, and he challenges
Norwegian understandings of volunteering in interesting ways:

There is a very big difference in cultures. In Pakistan, there is … for example,
the system of dugnad is very good in Norway. That neighbours who live in a
housing cooperative can get to know each other – that is a very good thing
and that does not exist in Pakistan. But in Pakistan, we know each other
without being part of a dugnad. And here in Norway there is a very good
system, for example, for organizing all things in the housing cooperative:
there is a board and a system that does everything. But in Pakistan where I
lived, people did this voluntarily. There is no board, no system, no organization
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that does things. So that in a way gives people motivation to be active to take
responsibility and sort things […] If one is used to being very active in society
and being in contact with others in a good way, and one comes to a country
where one cannot practice that, that is in a way a bit strange – a bit of a pity,
one might say.

As Imran argues, in a society that ensures that everybody contributes –
through formalized, communal norms and practices of good citizenship –
people’s own initiative is played down. Furthermore, because volunteerism
is often tied to formal spaces, not everyone can participate. Some may not
feel that they can express themselves in such arenas because they lack
language skills, or they are unfamiliar with codes of behaviour. In these
spaces, they may feel that they do not own their words and fear misrepresen-
tation in the media, for example, or they may feel that they are invited only to
represent a certain group rather than express their individual beliefs and
opinions.

Sigrid Hansen was born during the Second World War, and her perspec-
tives on present-day Norway provide an important angle on who might be
affected by the selectivity of spaces of participation. When talking about a
writing course for pensioners, she reflects:

What is interesting is: it’s bristling with engagement to create changes, so at
times I think “I actually do not think that this gang – we are between 67 years
and the oldest person must be 88 years – I in fact do not think we are heard
so easily”.

Sundus: By whom?

By the society […] But in a way, once you have retired, you no longer belong to
the group that will be interviewed. If someone would interview me today, they
would probably interview me about how it is to be old, and you would probably
be interviewed about how it is to be Muslim in Norway. If you are handicapped,
it is not interesting whether you have important opinions about the society,
what is interesting is that you are handicapped, that’s what you will be inter-
viewed about. And that is how society has become! And that is of course com-
pletely wrong, because of course one does have opinions even if one is old.

The formalization of spaces of participation and an unequal access to certain
formal spaces of public engagement, entails that some citizens are less likely
to fulfil norms of good citizenship. These citizens may be the elderly, or those
with physical or mental challenges, who either themselves do not take up
such spaces of participation (Martinez et al. 2011), or do not feel they are
recognized as legitimate within these spaces. As Sigrid stresses: “I in fact do
not think we are heard so easily”. But dynamics that might have exclusionary
effects may also lead individuals to challenge which spaces of participation
are to count and to be recognized.
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While the low participation of young people and residents with minority
background in formal politics and public debate is often lamented, the
issue may be that these groups do not first and foremost contribute in such
formal spaces (Andersson et al. 2012). Hence, their societal engagement
may fall below the radar of traditional studies of civic and political engage-
ment in Norway (Wollebæk, Selle, and Lorentzen 2000; Wollebæk, Sætrang,
and Fladmoe 2015). In a focus group discussion with young people, the
“right space” for participation was heavily debated. Sonia argued that partici-
pation in society to try and change things could be about interacting with
people in ways that influenced their attitudes, rather than only through
fixed, formal channels. Alisha supports her:

I agree. Must one be a member of an organization and sit at a table and talk
about a topic, or can I at school or work or wherever sit together with others
to discuss what we have in common and find interesting? Or when one
invites someone at home, that is also a way of coming together. […] But in
general: does it have to be something organized or can it be in other arenas?

We find that research participants foreground how spaces of participation
are important in their civic engagement, but that the spaces linked to formal
activities and organization do not always accommodate all. Young people
relate less to formal arenas, while elderly residents and ethnic minorities
may have limited access to or feel poorly represented in public debate. This
points to the need for recognizing that acts of good citizenship are performed
in alternative spaces: sometimes instead of such formal spaces, sometimes in
parallel. Such alternative spaces include less organized groups and networks,
or, for example, explicitly religious spaces, where civic engagement is perhaps
characterized by less organized forms – by less formality and required
professionalism.

Contesting the norm: challenging scales of belonging

In the public debate and in our interviews, contributions to religious groups or
ethnic minority groups are at times put forward as examples of “helping one’s
own” rather than contributing to the wider community, and in particular, con-
tributing to the Norwegian national community (Sinatti and Horst 2015).
However, in interviews with those who engage in these activities, such view-
points may be challenged. Local politician Kamaran Kurdi argues for the need
to both scale down and scale up when discussing norms on the good citizen.
Kamaran does not engage in formal roles in Norwegian voluntary organiz-
ations, but he does volunteer a lot:

I help my own people a lot in terms of referring them to the Norwegian auth-
orities, and in terms of language, in terms of the system and law and regulations
and those kinds of things. I help a lot.
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[… .]

Even if I am not a lawyer but I know that I have lived here for a long time and I
speak the language. I translate. So that’s why I get many requests for advice. I
give people advice.

Ebba: Can one say that this is also a part of your civic engagement?

Kamaran: Yes, absolutely. Absolutely. […] If you do guide people into positive
things, that is. Then you contribute to the fact that that individual, this
person, becomes part of society. Because the society consists of me, you,
doesn’t it?

[…]

Ebba: And when you are a trainer, when you train your football team, and when
you raise your son, is that civic engagement?

Kamaran: Yes that is civic engagement also. Because I raise my child, but my
child is a part of this society, even if it is my child and we are very close. But
on an individual level we are part of the society. […] If I ignore [my children]
and they drop out of school, then they may end up engaging in criminal activi-
ties, narcotics and such. So even if he is an individual… but I do help my son
first, before another person, right?

So, as Kamaran understands it, supporting fellow migrants and raising chil-
dren is a civic responsibility because those individuals can both contribute
to, or burden, the society they live in. This question of contributing to the col-
lective through contributing to those close to you – putting them before
others and thus may be operating out of “self-interest” – relates closely to
questions of to what extent actions can be considered civic engagement if
they benefit a smaller group within society. Kamaran challenges the idea
that contributing to his migrant group does not contribute also to the national
community; instead, he underscores how contributing is part and parcel to
the relationality of belonging (see also Strømsø 2019). Rather than seeing
scales of belonging as nested in a static and hierarchical way, Kamaran’s
point highlights the need for a dynamic approach to scales, where belonging
may be articulated simultaneously to different collectives at different scales.
Commitment and belonging to one or more national communities does not
automatically detract from a person’s concern with equal worth and equal
treatment of all human beings in all contexts – within different “collectives”
in one nation-state, or indeed across nation-state borders (Parekh 2003).

However, many of our participants report that a number of contributions –
most often those for a specific ethnic or religious group –may not necessarily
“count” as good citizenship. This idea clearly reflects how scales of belonging
– specifically in relation to the nation-state – are experienced and understood,
and reveals a complexity beyond a simple minority/majority divide in regard
to migration-related diversity. Lars Kruger, whose father is American but who
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was himself born in Norway, reflects on how different types of volunteerism
are evaluated and discussed:

So, at lunch on a Monday, there are some things you bring up, like baking
waffles at your daughter’s football tournament, you talk about that. It’s some-
thing people can relate to, it is also definitely something which is seen as societal
engagement. But then, if you’ve been doing things at church, maybe not.
Perhaps it depends what you were doing. You might not bring that up at
lunch. Maybe because its religious, or because it’s also a migrant religious thing.

Making contributions within one’s religious community supports society in
unique ways and may also be seen as a contribution to the national commu-
nity, and even to a nation-state like Norway, which constitutionally recognizes
freedom of religion and belief for all citizens. Yet, for Kruger, it is not self-
evident that voluntary engagement in the church is an act of “good citizen-
ship”. This uncertainty reflects prevailing norms of what being a “good
citizen” entails across our data set.

As we have shown, civic engagement takes place within the family, work
and volunteering, and is understood by our research participants in relatively
broad terms. By supporting other people in a range of ways, the individuals
we spoke to aim to make contributions at a collective level – for the
common good. As Kamaran argues “society consists of me, you, doesn’t it?”.
Supporting other individuals who are not (yet) fully contributing citizens –
because they are children or because they are new to the society – may
enable them to become “good citizens”. Supporting others who cannot be
expected to be “good citizens” – because they are too old or too sick – sup-
ports the collective in other meaningful ways. Yet, as Kruger’s example illus-
trates, not all contributions are understood to be of equal value, and this
depends largely on the scale of belonging at which such contributions are
assumed to be relevant (Strømsø 2019).

Our research participants’ civic engagement challenges these perceived
norms of good citizenship in that these individuals understand participation
in ways other than defined by the nation-state. The scales of belonging that
are articulated across different spaces of participation reflect a complex set
of identity-markers where age, phase of life, socio-economic status, migrant
background and national belonging may matter. We find that belonging is
relationally co-produced across different scales of belonging, because every-
day life includes different collectives, which together form society. But we
also find that the playing field is not even and acknowledge the salience
of especially racism and Islamophobia in shaping the context of civic
engagement in present-day Norway (Bangstad 2014; Erdal and Strømsø
2018).

The multiplicity of scales of belonging we find does not challenge the sal-
ience of the nation-state, but rather makes visible complementary, alternative,
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and often simultaneous scales that contribute to the relational production of
belonging. Our research participants’ civic engagement challenges the idea of
scales of belonging as nested and hierarchical – positing the national as an
overriding and static identity marker – thus shedding new light on norms
of “good citizenship”, as these emerge empirically, in a society characterized
by cultural and religious diversity.

Conclusion

How, and with what implications, do ordinary residents of Oslo relate to (often
implicit) norms about the ideal-type “good citizen”? In this article, we have
argued that the normative public debate on good citizenship affects how
people think about civic participation and belonging. In our study, an ideal-
type “good citizen” emerges, against which research participants judge
their own and others’ societal contributions. The result of this is often a
sense of falling short, at times relating to not having the time or resources
during certain life phases or when consuming life events occur unexpectedly.
Yet the ideal-type “good citizen” is not only asserted, it is also simultaneously
contested for the narrow ways it is commonly defined. Our research partici-
pants challenge underlying perceptions about which spaces of participation
and scales of belonging the “good citizen” relates to.

The contestation of “good citizen” norms in this paper, we argue, offers a
basis for reconceptualizing good citizenship in a way that captures the diver-
sity of participation and belonging in culturally and religiously diverse urban
contexts in Europe today. Such a reconceptualization needs to acknowledge
present-day spaces of participation as both public and private. Then, it needs
to acknowledge scales of belonging which relate to the nation-state, but are
not predefined by a nested, hierarchical conceptualization of scale. Rather, the
multiplicity of collectives at different scales which individuals belong to,
including national communities, should be recognized.

Our data on everyday acts of participation and belonging in Oslo highlight
three important points. First, research participants challenge public/private
distinctions by placing their civic engagement in the private, and not just in
the public, realm of human interactions. With Arendt (1958), they insert them-
selves into the world through speech and action as political actors (Horst and
Lysaker 2019), often eager to transform perspectives and practices through
everyday interactions. Several participants expressed concern about the ten-
dency to formalize neighbourhood level and other types of civic engagement
into professionalized forms, which is seen as unnecessary and detrimental for
private initiative. Not only do participants express concern about the formali-
zation of civic engagement, they also fear it will lead to more feelings of exclu-
sion for those who do not have the same access to or ease of expression in
formal arenas. Like Young (1989), we argue that a public realm created
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through formalization and “professionalization” is never neutral and disadvan-
tages particular groups in society. As we show, these groups could be
migrants, but also the elderly or those experiencing various forms of crisis
at a particular point in life.

Second, the spaces of participation and scales of belonging that were
explored in our study underscore the need to de-centre the nation-state,
while simultaneously recognizing the dynamic and potentially inclusive
nature of national communities, as these are co-produced in local neighbour-
hoods in cities like Oslo. The matter of where the good citizen acts is closely
related to understandings of “the collective”, and poses the question: To
what extent can certain forms of participation be considered civic engage-
ment when they benefit a smaller group within the larger society? A point
of contention here relates to the idea that proper civic engagement only
exists when one benefits others beyond one’s “own group”, when one
works for the larger community. This is a problematic idea, not least
because this rule does not always apply in the same way for all citizens. In
our study, we learned that while contributions to specific arenas or groups
– such as waffle baking at the local football club – are understood as larger
societal contributions, contributions in other arenas – such as volunteering
at church or in the mosque, or promoting Tamil dance through an organiz-
ation – are not. We find that across different spaces of participation in Oslo
residents’ everyday lives, a range of scales of belonging, including the
national, are relevant and are being actively contributed to. This multiplicity
of – often simultaneous – scales of belonging relating to a range of collectives
is poorly reflected in present-day conceptualizations of “the good citizen”.

Third, while the civic participation discourse in Norway is often placed
within debates on integration, diversity and social cohesion, all kinds of resi-
dents of Oslo meet the image of the ideal-type “good citizen” in their daily
lives: The pensioner who laments not being heard or being asked for her
opinions about anything else but old age; the woman who cares for her
sick child and has to admit to herself and others that she cannot maintain
her active public role while managing the care, worry and sorrow in her
household; and the father who may talk about waffle baking at his daughter’s
football tournament but will choose not to mention his activities in the local
church. All these people struggle with the discourse on the “good citizen” in
their daily lives.

Because norms of participation and belonging as a “good citizen” do not
always align with the lived realities of Oslo residents, we call for a reconcep-
tualization of “the good citizen” in normative terms. Differently positioned
individuals will all benefit from a more inclusive conceptualization of good
citizenship: one that acknowledges present-day spaces of participation as
both public and private, and recognizes scales of belonging that contribute
to a range of collectives, within and beyond nation-state borders.
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Such a reconceptualization of norms of good citizenship, meanwhile,
depends on both top-down nation-state efforts, and bottom-up citizen acts
of redefining. The current political context of polarization and anti-immigra-
tion rhetoric may not appear particularly malleable to such a redefinition
process. However, we suggest that the shared experiences we find among
Oslo residents, across migrant and non-migrant backgrounds –where the pre-
vailing norm of “good citizenship” falls short of recognizing much ongoing
civic engagement and societal contributions – holds potential not just for a
reconceptualization of the good citizen, but also for making visible the
many shared experiences of everyday life and active citizenship in Oslo that
are currently invisible in mediatized public debate.

Notes

1. This data was collected by Marta Bivand Erdal, Cindy Horst, Noor Jdid, Sundus
Osman and Ebba Tellander.

2. Quotes are translated from the Norwegian by the authors.
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